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Abstract

A new ice core chronology for the Greenland DYE-3, GRIP, and NGRIP ice cores has been constructed, making it possible to compare the $\delta^{18}$O and accumulation signals recorded in the three cores on an almost annual scale throughout the Holocene. We here introduce the new time scale and investigate $\delta^{18}$O and accumulation anomalies that are common to the three cores in the Early Holocene (7.9–11.7 ka before present). Three time periods with significant and synchronous anomalies in the $\delta^{18}$O and accumulation signals stand out: the well known 8.2 ka event, an event of shorter duration but of almost similar amplitude around 9.3 ka before present, and the Preboreal Oscillation during the first centuries of the Holocene. For each of these sections, we present a $\delta^{18}$O anomaly curve and a common accumulation signal that represents regional changes in the accumulation rate over the Greenland ice cap.
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1 Introduction

The study of Early Holocene climate variations has received much attention recently. The large amount of data collected and reviewed by Alley and Ágústdóttir (2005),
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Rohling and Pälike (2005), and Wiersma and Renssen (2006) clearly shows that the 8.2 ka event stands out in most North Atlantic Early Holocene climate records as the most prominent climate anomaly. The 8.2 ka event has been the subject of numerous investigations (e.g. Alley et al., 1997a, and the references above) since it was first pointed out in the Camp Century and DYE-3 δ¹⁸O profiles by Hammer et al. (1986), and a detailed study of the ice core evidence has just been performed by Thomas et al. (2007). In recent years, the possible connection of the event with a massive fresh water pulse (Barber et al., 1999) has motivated further studies, because the 8.2 ka event provides a unique testing ground for climate models investigating the relationship between fresh water influx to the North Atlantic and the thermohaline circulation (Renssen et al., 2001; Wiersma and Renssen, 2006). Even though most attention has been directed to the 8.2 ka event, also other anomalies are present in the Early Holocene climate proxies from the Central Greenland ice cores. Bond et al. (1997), von Grafenstein et al. (1999), and McDermott et al. (2001) all found a cold event in the time interval 9.2–9.5 ka before present, and the first centuries of the Holocene are dominated by the Preboreal Oscillation (Björck et al., 1997). Here we present the isotope and annual layer thickness profiles of the DYE-3, GRIP and NGRIP ice cores (Dansgaard et al., 1982; Johnsen et al., 1997, 2001; NGRIP members, 2004) on the new Greenland Ice Core Chronology 2005 time scale (GICC05) of Rasmussen et al. (2006). Because the GICC05 time scale is common to the three ice cores, and the synchronization of the cores is precise down to a couple of years throughout the Holocene, the data from the three cores can be compared on an almost annual scale. From these profiles, the 8.2 ka event, the 9.3 ka event and the Preboreal Oscillation are identified as the only Early Holocene climate events on decadal scale that are common to all three cores and show both a significant δ¹⁸O and annual layer thickness anomaly.

2 The Greenland Ice Core Chronology 2005

As a part of the Copenhagen Ice Core Dating Initiative, a new common time scale has been constructed for the DYE-3, GRIP, and NGRIP ice cores. The time scale is based on all available data series from the three ice cores that can be used to identify annual layers and has been named the Greenland Ice Core Chronology 2005 (GICC05). The construction of the GICC05 down to 7.9 ka before present is described in detail by Vinther et al. (2006), while the dating of the part from 7.9 ka before present to and including the Greenland Interstadial 1 (GI-1) is described by Rasmussen et al. (2006). The result of this dating effort will be summarized here. It should be noted that the GICC05 time scale reports ages relative to the year A.D. 2000, and that the notation b2k has been adapted to avoid confusion with the BP notation that has been used both with the conventional A.D. 1950 base year and other non-conventional base years when reporting ice core results. Also, it should be noted that the so-called maximum counting errors reported below are conserva-
tive estimates of the maximum error due to interpretation of ambiguous features in the data set, and not the total uncertainties of the time scale. The uncertainty contribution from data gaps and annual layers that have been removed from the sequence due to wind scouring or other post-depositional effects are negligible in the Holocene, but the criteria used for identifying the annual layers may be incorrect, introducing a possible bias in the dating.

In the upper section, the time scale has been constructed using stable isotope ratios. The advantage is that the $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta^D$ profiles exhibit a clear annual cycle that allows reliable identification of annual layers, especially when several cores are dated in parallel. The individual profiles are matched using Electrical Conductivity Measurement (ECM) data that provide good match-points between the different profiles every 30–50 years on average. For the most recent 2 ka, annual layers have been identified using $\delta^{18}O$ data from DYE-3, GRIP, NGRIP, and a few additional shallow cores, and the time scale is considered to be exact at the volcanic layer of Vesuvius (A.D. 79), which has been unambiguously identified from the tephras found in the ice core. In the 2–3.8 ka b2k section, $\delta^{18}O$ data from the GRIP and DYE-3 cores resolve the annual layers well, and the annual layers were identified from the combined matched records. The reproducibility of the annual layer count is very good, and the maximum counting error is estimated to be around 0.25%, corresponding to 5 years over the entire section. In the 3.8–7.9 ka b2k section, the time scale is based on DYE-3 stable isotope ratios alone, and the uncertainty thus rises. In the 3.8–6.9 ka b2k part, the estimated maximum counting error is estimated to about 0.5%, rising to 2% in the 6.9–7.9 ka b2k section.

At greater depths, isotope ratios are not optimal for dating as the annual signal is obscured by progressing ice-flow-induced thinning of annual layers and diffusion smoothing, and the GICC05 time scale is therefore based on measurements of the impurity content of the ice below 7.9 ka b2k. The advantage of the impurity records is that they are not significantly affected by diffusion in the firn or ice, and are measured with high resolution. Also several parallel impurity records extracted from the same core can be used for annual layer identification, even though the annual signal can be less clear in the individual data series. ECM data and Continuous Flow Analysis (CFA) impurity records from GRIP (7.9–11.7 ka b2k section) (Fuhrer et al., 1993, 1996) and NGRIP (10.3–14.8 ka b2k section) have been used (Röthlisberger et al., 2000; Bigler, 2004). The maximum counting error is estimated to be 0.7–2% in the Holocene part and approximately 3% in the Greenland Stadial 1 (GS-1) and GI-1 periods.

The GICC05 time scale dates the termination of GS-1 (and thus the onset of the Holocene) to 11 703 b2k with a maximum counting error of 99 years, and the onset of GI-1e to 14 692 b2k with a maximum counting error of 186 years. The new GICC05 time scale agrees well with the GISP2 time scale (Meese et al., 1997; Alley et al., 1997b) at the termination of GS-1, thereby moving the transition some 150 years back relative to the existing GRIP and NGRIP time scales (Johnsen et al., 2001; NGRIP members, 2004). Although the different time scales thus agree well on the date of some of the major transitions, there are relative differences within Holocene, GS-1, and GI-1 periods of up to 7% between the number of years in the
Fig. 1. By using tephra layers dated independently in the ice cores and by $^{14}$C dating (crosses), the GICC05 ice core time scale can be compared with the IntCal04 terrestrial radiocarbon age calibration curve of Reimer et al. (2004), shown as the ±2σ interval in grey shade. The horizontal error bars show the maximum counting error estimates of the GICC05 and the vertical error bars show the 2σ-uncertainty estimates of the $^{14}$C dates (see text for $^{14}$C dates and references). The GICC05 time scale is seen to be consistent with the IntCal04 curve both at the time of the Saksunarvatn eruption (left data points) and at age of the Vedde eruption (right data points). Conventional BP ages (before 1950) are used in this figure.

GICC05, GISP2 and former GRIP/NGRIP time scales, respectively. The GICC05 is thus constructed using different data series from the DYE-3, GRIP, and NGRIP ice cores in different sections, and patching these sections together into one consistent time scale, using at all times data from the core(s) that are optimal for that section. In this way it has also been possible to avoid basing the time scale on data from the brittle part of any of the cores. The cores have been matched throughout the Holocene so that the GICC05 here is a common time scale to the three ice cores, while the time scale in the glacial part presently is established only for the NGRIP core. In this work we focus on the Early Holocene section (7.9–11.7 ka b2k), where the time scale is based on impurity records.

Using the Saksunarvatn and Vedde tephra layers identified in the Greenland ice cores together with the corresponding $^{14}$C age of the tephras, the GICC05 time scale can be directly compared with the IntCal04 terrestrial radiocarbon age calibration curve of Reimer et al. (2004). The Saksunarvatn tephra is dated to 10 347 b2k according to the GICC05, while the Vedde tephra is located at 12 171 b2k (with maximum counting errors of 89 and 114 years, respectively). The review paper of Grønvold et al. (1995) gives two estimates of the $^{14}$C age of the Saksunarvatn tephra: 9140 BP from Jóhansen (1975) with an estimated 1σ-uncertainty of 75 years (Grønvold, pers. comm.), and 8900 BP from Björck et al. (1992). The latter has been changed to 9000 BP with an estimated uncertainty of 100 years by Björck et al. (2001). For the Vedde tephra, Bard et al. (1994) obtain 10 300 BP from 5 samples from two sites bracketing the tephra. From their data we estimate the 1σ-uncertainty to be around 75 years, being well in agreement with the estimates of 10330 ± 65 BP from Wastegård et al. (1998) and the 10310 ± 50 from Birks et al.
Fig. 2. The DYE-3, GRIP and NGRIP $\delta^{18}O$ profiles in the 7.9–11.7 ka b2k interval, resampled to 10 year resolution on the GICC05 time scale. The shaded envelopes are the regions that are within one standard deviation from the 210 year running mean of the individual profiles. The black lines at the bottom indicate the position of the sections shown in Fig. 4.

(1996). The GICC05 and $^{14}$C ages are shown in Fig. 1 together with the IntCal04 calibration curve of Reimer et al. (2004). The error bars show the maximum counting error estimates of the GICC05 time scale and the $2\sigma$-uncertainty estimates of the $^{14}$C dates. It is seen that the GICC05 time scale is fully consistent with the IntCal04 curve, as the different age estimates fit well within the respective error margins.

3 The Early Holocene records

The 7.9–11.7 ka b2k part of the $\delta^{18}O$ profiles of DYE-3, GRIP, and NGRIP are shown on the GICC05 time scale in Fig. 2 as 10 year average values. It is seen that, in general, although the profiles agree on many details, there are also significant differences between the curves. As the distance between the DYE-3 and NGRIP drill sites is more than 1000 km, it is clear that the isotope signals cannot be expected to covary on short time scales, while the profiles are expected to contain common imprints of climatic events on regional or hemispheric scales. As a simple indicator of which features in the isotope profiles are common to the three records, we look at the places where all three profiles simultaneously deviate more than one standard deviation from their respective running means. Each of the shaded bands around the isotope profiles in Fig. 2 represent plus/minus one standard deviation from the 210 year running mean. The exact choice of averaging length is arbitrary, but the value should be larger than the typical duration of the expected (decadal-scale) anomalies, and small enough for the running mean curve to capture the gradual trends observed in the 10–11.7 ka b2k section.

It is seen that the three profiles only have strong common features deviating from the $\pm1\sigma$ variation band at the well known 8.2 ka event, at 9.3 ka b2k, and in the
Preboreal oscillation at 11.4–11.5 ka b2k, while a number of smaller features occur around 8.5, 8.8, 9.95 and 11.1 ka b2k. The anomalies in the δ¹⁸O profiles can be attributed to temperature anomalies, but also to changing moisture sources and/or transport paths (Johnsen et al., 1989; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2005), and it is likely that these changes would also lead to changes in the annual accumulation at the drill sites. To determine whether the δ¹⁸O anomalies are likely to represent larger scale features that are probably also observable outside Greenland, the obvious choice is to investigate whether simultaneous changes are observed in the annual layer thicknesses, reflecting changes in the amount of precipitation. The δ¹⁸O profiles and the annual layer thickness profiles from the DYE-3, GRIP and NGRIP cores around the 8.2 ka event are shown in Fig. 3 averaged to 5 year resolution (note that the DYE-3 profiles have been shifted vertically to ease the comparison). It is seen that the annual layer thickness profiles have a negative anomaly coinciding with the δ¹⁸O minimum, although the anomaly appears to have a longer duration and smaller amplitude in the DYE-3 profile. However it is clear that the amplitude of the common anomaly is comparable to, or smaller than, the amplitude of the short term variations in the individual annual layer thickness series. Although the δ¹⁸O profiles agree better on the shape and amplitude of the anomaly than the accumulation profiles, significant differences can be found e.g. in the exact timing and amplitude of the deepest δ¹⁸O minimum.
4 Characterization of the Early Holocene climate events

Because of the differences between the individual accumulation and $\delta^{18}O$ profiles, we aim at producing a single accumulation and $\delta^{18}O$ anomaly curve that characterizes the general Greenland climate signal across the Early Holocene climate events. Masson-Delmotte et al. (2005) used a model and both $\delta^{18}O$ and deuterium excess data from GRIP and NGRIP to convert the isotope signals of the 8.2 ka event into site and source temperature anomalies, and found significant differences between the NGRIP and GRIP signals. Because well-calibrated deuterium excess data from the DYE-3 core are not available, and because the aim of this work is to present a mean regional signal rather than discussing differences between the individual Greenland ice cores, we refrain from converting the $\delta^{18}O$ anomaly into a temperature anomaly. Instead we have made a simple mean of the 5-year average $\delta^{18}O$ profiles from the three cores, as we do not expect features on shorter time scales to represent a regional climate signal. These profiles are shown in Fig. 4, presented as anomalies from the average values in the 100 year periods before and after each of the four events.

With regard to the accumulation signals, we have applied the model of Andersen et al. (2006) to extract a common accumulation signal across each of the Early Holocene climate events. The model aims at constructing a common accumulation signal from the three individual records by maximizing the signal-to-residual ratio (analogous to the signal-to-noise ratio). In this context, "signal" is the common regional accumulation signal and "residual" is everything else, including local climate phenomena, depositional noise, and measurement noise. The analysis has been
performed on 5-year average values to reduce the spectrally blue noise found in accumulation data (Fisher et al., 1985). The 5-year average values were formed from logarithmical transformed data as Rasmussen et al. (2006) found the annual layer thicknesses to be roughly log-normally distributed. Strain correction has not been performed prior to the analysis, as the model is insensitive to scaling of the accumulation series. The difference between the strain correction that should be applied to the top and bottom of each of the sections, respectively, can be evaluated using a simple strain model (e.g. Rasmussen et al., 2006). The difference is 1–3% for the different sections and is considered negligible.

The modelled accumulation series across the 8.2 ka event, the 9.3 ka event, the 9.95 ka anomaly, and the Preboreal oscillation are shown in Fig. 4. The profiles are scaled so that the mean value over each interval is unity. The shaded envelopes around the accumulation model curves represent the uncertainty intrinsic to the model as described by Andersen et al. (2006) and does not take into account noise on the three original accumulation series or other factors contributing to the total uncertainty.

The signal-to-residual ratios of the individual records and the extracted common signal can be found in Table 1, which shows that a significant improvement of the signal-to-residual ratio is achieved. For the 8.5, 8.8, and 11.1 ka b2k δ18O anomalies, no significant accumulation anomalies are present in either the three individual accumulation records, or in the results of the accumulation model.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>8085–8415 b2k</th>
<th>9125–9455 b2k</th>
<th>9820–10150 b2k</th>
<th>11255–11585 b2k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DYE-3</td>
<td>1.33 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.23 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.08 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.50 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIP</td>
<td>1.83 ± 0.18</td>
<td>1.73 ± 0.19</td>
<td>1.29 ± 0.22</td>
<td>2.02 ± 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGRIP</td>
<td>1.24 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.33 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.16 ± 0.09</td>
<td>3.11 ± 0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>2.39 ± 0.21</td>
<td>2.29 ± 0.28</td>
<td>1.52 ± 0.36</td>
<td>4.63 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 The 8.2 ka event

The 8.2 ka event stands out clearly in both the δ18O and accumulation signals with an amplitude of 1–2 permil and 10%, respectively (Fig. 4a). The onset of the event is not well-defined, but is marked by a gradual decline in both δ18O and accumulation anomalies starting around 8300 b2k. The end of the event is somewhat better defined around 8140 b2k, which gives a duration of 160 ± 10 years, which is in line with a recent estimate of Thomas et al. (2007). While most of the decadal oscillations in
the $\delta^{18}O$ curve synchronize rather well with those of the accumulation curve, the short period of very low $\delta^{18}O$ values around 8240-8245 ka b2k, that arises from a period of extremely low GRIP $\delta^{18}O$ values (Thomas et al., 2007), is not reflected in the accumulation signal at all.

4.2 The 9.3 ka event

Although the general appearance of the 9.3 ka event resembles that of the 8.2 ka event, there is a greater disagreement between the accumulation and $\delta^{18}O$ signals over the shape of the 9.3 ka event (Fig. 4b). The onset can be defined as 9350 b2k or 9310 b2k from the $\delta^{18}O$, and the central part of the $\delta^{18}O$ minimum is about 40 year long, while the period of low accumulation values has a duration of about 70 years. The amplitude of both the $\delta^{18}O$ and accumulation anomalies are similar to those of the 8.2 ka event, and after the synchronous period of low values, both the $\delta^{18}O$ and accumulation values rise gently over a 100–150 year long period. This contrasts with the sharp 2-step return to normal $\delta^{18}O$ values observed at the end of the 8.2 ka event. The end of the 9.3 ka event is therefore hard to define, and the overall duration of the 9.3 ka event varies from 40 to more than 100 years depending on which criteria and which data series are used to define the onset and end.

4.3 The 9.95 ka anomaly

The 9.95 ka $\delta^{18}O$ anomaly and the corresponding accumulation model results are shown in Fig. 4c. The $\delta^{18}O$ anomaly of 9940-9950 b2k has no counterpart in the accumulation signal, but instead a clear accumulation anomaly is observed more than 100 years earlier, centered around 10 070 b2k. If the accumulation and $\delta^{18}O$ signals had been obtained from independent archives, or even from independently dated ice cores, one could have made the error of assuming synchronicity between these accumulation and $\delta^{18}O$ anomalies. This clearly illustrates the importance of good dating precision and underlines the dangers of wiggle-matching, when there is no independent evidence to suggest that the signals represent synchronous events.

4.4 The Preboreal Oscillation

The Preboreal oscillation stands out clearly in both $\delta^{18}O$ and accumulation signals (Fig. 4d). The reference levels of the $\delta^{18}O$ and accumulation curves (dashed lines) are not well-established in this time interval due the absence of stable climatic conditions prior to the Preboreal Oscillation, but from Figs. 2 and 4d it is seen that the Preboreal oscillation consists of a short period of relatively high $\delta^{18}O$ values starting within the first 50 years after the termination of GS-1 followed by a period
of low $\delta^{18}O$ values and low accumulation rates lasting for approximately 100 years, and ending with a period of moderate $\delta^{18}O$ values and relatively high accumulation rates. In the central part from 11.5 to 11.4 ka b2k, the $\delta^{18}O$ values are lowered by about 2 permil and the accumulation is reduced by 10 – 15%. The oscillation ends with a short period of very high $\delta^{18}O$ values around 11 270 – 11 280 b2k, about 400 years after the termination of GS-1.

5 Conclusions

We have presented synchronized $\delta^{18}O$ records from the DYE-3, GRIP, and NGRIP ice cores covering the Early Holocene on the GICC05 time scale. The new time scale dates the 8.2 ka event with an estimated maximum counting error of 47 years, the 9.3 ka event with an estimated maximum counting error of 70 years, and the Preboreal oscillation with an estimated maximum counting error of 97 years. A comparison of the records across the 8.2 ka event shows that the profiles agree on the approximate duration and amplitude of the anomaly, but the differences between the three profiles indicate that the individual Greenland ice core records should not be regarded as a regional, let alone hemispherical, signal on time scales much shorter than 5–10 years. When correlating data from other archives with the Greenland ice core records it is essential to consider whether there is a reason for comparing with one specific ice core. Rogers et al. (2002) found that different ice cores that were retrieved from sites relatively close to each other but from East and West sides of the ice divide, respectively, recorded either Greenland East or West coast climate. In the same way the DYE-3 site may be much more influenced by storm tracks passing the Southern tip of Greenland than GRIP and NGRIP (Hutterli et al., 2005), and hence the DYE-3 climate record is thus the obvious choice for comparison with data from other climate archives in the South Greenland area. On the other hand, if no such preference can be assumed, and data from no specific ice core are preferable a priori, we propose that the common accumulation and isotope signals presented here are used as a representation of regional Greenland climate variability.

As illustrated in Figs. 2 and 4, the 8.2 ka event, the 9.3 ka event and the Preboreal oscillation have distinct $\delta^{18}O$ and accumulation anomalies, and these events are the only events in the 7.9–11.7 ka b2k interval that have significant synchronous $\delta^{18}O$ and accumulation anomalies that are common to the three cores. The central part of the events include a 1–2 permil lowering of the $\delta^{18}O$ value, corresponding to several degrees of cooling if the $\delta^{18}O$ anomaly is interpreted as a temperature signal, which agrees fairly well with the temperature reconstruction of the 8.2 ka event by Masson-Delmotte et al. (2005). The mean annual accumulation is about 10–15% below the normal level during each of the events, but the relative timing of the $\delta^{18}O$ minima and the accumulation anomalies is not the same for the three events, and there seems to be no general connection between the the deepest $\delta^{18}O$ and accumulation minima, confirming that in the Holocene on short time scales
other parameters than temperature are important in governing how much snowfall central Greenland receives (Crüger et al., 2004; Andersen et al., 2006).

6 Data access

The construction of the GICC05 time scale in the Holocene is described in Vinther et al. (2006) and Rasmussen et al. (2006). The DYE-3, GRIP, and NGRIP $\delta^{18}$O profiles are available on the GICC05 time scale at http://icecores.dk together with the $\delta^{18}$O and accumulation model anomaly results presented in Fig. 4. Future extensions of the GICC time scale will also be posted here.
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